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About This Game

Hexed is a logic puzzle game. Each level is made out of unique combination of grids of hexagonal cells and colors.

Do you like to relax while playing easy to understand visual mind games?

Do you like to solve colorful puzzle games, level after level?

Do you like to be in control of which level you play, how often you play it, or when you play it?

Do you like to play games with very clean, positive, relaxing and fresh interface?

Do you like to either be challenged by more difficult levels, or are you sometimes bit lazy to think too much and just
want to relax by simple enough levels?

Do you like to unlock achievements?

Do you like to compete against your friends or family members by seeing who gets the most levels completed with the
least tries or moves?

If you answered YES (or OH, YEAH!) to any of these questions, Hexed is just the right game for you. You can decide which
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level you want to play, and if you can't solve it, you can easily choose to re-play (restart) each level over and over, until you
solve it .. and once you do solve it, you guessed it - you can still play it, there are no limits.

Hexed includes:

Very clean, modern, light, and positive game interface backed by a selection of relaxing background music tracks to
relax your mind while you play

164 colorful unique levels ranging from easy to really challenging ones

92 Steam Achievements

Re-playable tutorial level

Steam Cloud automatic game saves - you won't lose progress of your game even if you swap computers connected to
your Steam account - plus you don't have to remember to save your progress as Hexed does it all for you automatically

Level grids shaped as animals, aliens, plants, items and tools, transport devices, and other shapes (including abstraction)

Zoom in and out of each level's grid - provided to help you with more challenging levels and bigger grids

Fine-move and centre grids easily

Restart levels with ease, play any level you like whenever you like as many times you like, even after its marked as
COMPLETED

View unique HEXED grids of colourful hexagons in the intro scene every time you launch the game

I hope you will enjoy relaxing while you play Hexed.
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so this game seems like its a really fun game but how can people play when it does not let you on the server. sorry but why waste
3-4 hours trying to get the game to connect to the server when I can simple play a diffrent game. This is a really fun game.

Most of the complaints about the survival aspects are kind of silly because get this...you can turn it off.
Lots of character classes, pretty mindless but fun action, cool loot and some higher tier crafting stuff to shoot for as well.

When you die you drop a lot of your gear but as another review failed to realize is that there is an npc that will find your gear
for you. Really helps with that difficulty spike that comes from having to find your stuff on your own while gimped.

I could go on, but to summarize, this is a very solid game for the price. And it was made by a legitimate legend of the industry
who deserves the support.

If you ACTUALLY PAY ATTENTION TO THE MECHANICS IN THE GAME you will probably have a good time.. Some of
the best dialogue to be had in a point & click game. This is a port from smartphone games, but don't let that put you off.
Detective Grimoire is quirky and a fun gaming experience. If the name doesn't give it away, you play as Detective Grimoire and
with your wicked eyebrows you go around Boggy's Bog to solve the murder of the owner and curator of this swampy tourist
attraction.

This isn't a hidden object game or even a point & click with a tonne of puzzles. There is an unique "thinking" game that pops up
every now and then and interrogating suspects is quite fun using the case files and evidence you slowly collect. It's a good
introduction game to anyone who hasn't really played the genre before, or for a younger audience to keep amused by during a
long journey.

The art direction adds to the atmosphere and a rather underrated soundtrack tops it all off. Detective Grimoire will not
disappoint if you want something light and engaging; without blaster guns and impossible tasks.. This game is a simulator of my
daily life. very challenging game.
Every time that I think, ok this last puzzle was the hardest one, then a new one appears to break my mind. I'm having a lot of fun
discovering paths, killing enemies and solving puzzle.
Thnks Ruve for it. keep it running

. I love it. So many details, ''everything'' works. It took some time before I understood how to get this locomotive started and
getting the braking system to work smoothly, I really had to sit down and learn a couple of technical things about it, which is
something I expect of a Pro Range loco. Thank you for developing this! 10\/10. Awesome stuff!
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This game was a hot mess at launch. Is it a hot mess now? Nope. This is an excellent game with a level of exploration not found
in any other game. It's fantastic. Got some extra cash for a game? Give No Man's Sky a try.. Wow it is really fun game that I can
play again.
Single player mode is kind of like Arcanoid, you can shoot the blocks and get more balls depend on your energy, multiplayer
mode is like Air hockey and this could be very fun game at VR player with my friend.

Hope to see more people at the multiplayer.. Team Ninja Boardroom Meeting:

Team Ninja: "Tengu has such a distinct fighting style unlike anyone else in the game, how do we get more players to gravitate to
Tengu?"

Random Dev: "What if we made Tengu hot?". Although you can own dragons and unicorns, this expansion offers nothing else
i.e. campaigns.. I quite like this type of game. Making with low-poly characters.
Firstly, the Story simply express the normal relationship between a couple. See through the life of characters, there are some
plots reflects on me. And..I was moved!
What's More, I like the soundtrack along the game. Full of details!!. Something like the Man move pipe in Water Scene, the
Man walk on sand-storm weather with wind sound. More stuff should that other players experiences their own.~.~
Final thing, I expect Next Episode, and hope it won't be that long time to come out.... this game doesn't even take place near the
22nd century. Just a wonderful time. Super atmospheric. A masterpiece!!!. Gosh, what a bad game...
If anybody needs proof that a match-3 puzzle game isn't the kind of thing where you can afford to be a lazy programmer, then
here it is.

PROS:
- None. Quite rare for me, as I'm easy to please when it comes to gaming.

CONS:
- The gameplay is a mix between 'Clickomania' (a very old match-3 game, and certainly not the most exciting kind) and
'modern' match-3's with powerups and other silly things. But Clickomania's main interest was based on whether you could
remove all of the tiles from a board without any lockups. You know, an actual puzzle... There's no such thing here, and lockups
most likely happen at the beginning of a stage when very few blocks are available to click on. Then the level just reshuffles,
very slowly. And it's not even our fault...
- Sometimes when a level ends, nothing happens. You actually have to click the Menu button, then Resume, for the game to find
its way again. And if it shows you an achievement, then you have to do it twice.
- Story is ridiculous. It's only told through a simple block of text at the beginning of each season (series of levels). I didn't get
any story panel for Autumn, which is either a solid bug, or even more laziness on their side.
- The first season is mostly dedicated to tutorials, but you get rainbow blocks in a few levels before they're properly introduced.
- Clicks don't always register. A mortal sin for a match-3. In fact, there is no feeling of pleasure when you click stuff.
- The music is bland and generic, the graphics are passable in general but blocks themselves vary from okay to very ugly. And
since you'll be spending most of your time watching them, hmm...
- Power-ups are incorrectly explained. Seriously, did the game bug and forget to tell me something?
- Some levels are hard and annoying (requiring you to wait for animations to complete so you can actually reach a single tile),
and are followed by a very easy level. Where's the difficulty curve?
- Levels require you to click a certain amount of blocks of every color, but they also ask you to finish something that wasn't
explained everywhere and that was expressed in percentage values... Okay... Except you have to get that value to zero, rather
than 100. At that point, the game designer may very well be a misunderstood genius.
- When you complete a level, the game says it was level '2-1' (first episode, season 2) when the bottom of the screen gives you a
sequential number (16). Quality check, anyone?!
- Level time limits are so short (even in relaxed mode, where running out of time doesn't end the level), that you can't help but
think that they expect you to click mindlessly everywhere.
- Animations are so slow that you not only click mindlessly, you click *randomly* because you don't know in advance how
many blocks will be removed by clicking them.

I just couldn't get myself to complete the quest mode. In fact, I'd be ashamed to finish it, because it would mean I got some
pleasure out of it. Definitely not worth the $0.8 I paid for it.
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